Tukey's boxplot is very popular tool for detection of outliers. It reveals the location, spread and skewness of the data. It works nicely for detection of outliers when the data are symmetric. When the data are skewed it covers boundary away from the whisker on the compressed side while declares erroneous outliers on the extended side of the distribution. Hubert and Vandervieren (2008) made adjustment in Tukey's technique to overcome this problem. However another problem arises that is the adjusted boxplot constructs the interval of critical values which even exceeds from the extremes of the data. In this situation adjusted boxplot is unable to detect outliers. This paper gives solution of this problem and proposed approach detects outliers properly. The validity of the technique has been checked by constructing fences around the true 95% values of different distributions. Simulation technique has been applied by drawing different sample size from chi square, beta and lognormal distributions. Fences constructed by the modified technique are close to the true 95% than adjusted boxplot which proves its superiority on the existing technique.
Introduction
technique is used to detect outliers in univariate distributions for symmetric as well as in slightly skewed data sets. This technique constructs fence around the data leaving some observations on either side of the data which are treated as outliers. As the symmetry of the distribution decreases its performance worsens and it starts to construct fence which exceed from the data limit on one side and leaving some portion on the other side of the data. e.g. if the distribution is left skewed the upper fence exceeds from the maximum of the data and may ignore outliers while lower fence will identify lot of observation as outlier which are not outliers. Hubert and Vandervieren (2008) tried to overcome the problem by incorporating a robust measure of skewness in Tukey's technique. G. Brys et. al. (2004) introduced "Medcouple" a robust measure of skewness and Hubert and Vandervieren incorporated it as a power of exponential times some constant on left and right as -3.5 and 4 changing position depending upon sign of medcouple. Incorporating this function, it condenses the interval from narrow side and extends the interval towards the puffy tail. It functions very well as the distributions are highly skewed (skewness ≥3) but fails to work when the skewness is slightly less than 3. It constructs fence even larger than extremes of the data also leaving a great space between true values (2.5% and 97.5% of the distribution) and the fence constructed by it. Performance of adjusted box plot depends more on the exponential function relative to medcouple. This exponential function is multiplied on both sides with inter quartile range (IQR). Medcouple is a small number which remains generally in between 0.4 and 0.6 in absolute terms and cannot affect the constant multiplied by it as a power of exponential function. In this way it moves the fence of adjusted boxplot away from the real position of the data especially in skewed data sets. Where Q2 represent sample median and 2.3 is not fixed but it depends on target outlier percentage.
Previous Techniques, Tukey Boxplot and Modifications
Iglewicz and Hoaglin (1993) suggested techniques for outlier detection using the median and median of the absolute deviations. Hair et.al (1998) introduced the method for outliers detection based on the leverage statistic and standard deviation.
Medcouple
Since the classical skewness is limited to the measurement of the third central moment and it can be affected by a few outliers. Keeping in view its limitations, G. Brys et al. introduced an alternative measure of skewness named medcouple (MC), a robust alternative to classical skewness (Brys, Hubert and Struyf, 2003) . For any continuous distribution F, let = 2 = −1 (0.5) is the median of F then medcouple for the distribution denoted as MCF or MC (f), is defined as
Where 1 2 are sampled from F and h denote the kernel and the kernel for the indicator function I is defined as
And median of this kernel is known to be the Medcouple also the domain of HF is [-1, 1] with the conditions ℎ( 1 , 2 ) ≤ , 1 The value of the MC ranges between -1 and 1. If MC = 0, the data is symmetric. If MC >0, the data has a positively skewed distribution, whereas if MC <0, the data has a negatively skewed distribution. 39, e -3.5*0.5 = 0.17, so this adjustment extends the upper fence value 7.39 times IQR and compressing the lower fence values 0.17 times IQR respectively even in the slightly right skewed distributions. Due to this reason it extends the fence even above extremes of the data and hides outliers in the data. Using its fence values this technique detects less number of outliers in the data and even can ignore suspected outliers. The proposed technique declares its efficiency with respect to the existing techniques by detecting these outliers. Actually existing technique detects less outlier due to construction of wide range fence and shows that it is efficient but for detection of outliers one should be careful about the fence range also.
Hubert Vandervieren Boxplot

Solution of The Problem
Hubert and Vandervieren (2008) used constants (3.5 4) on different sides to construct lower and upper fence [ ] and changed the position of constants with respect to the sign of the medcouple. This study suggests depending the compression or expansion of the interval of critical values based on the moment measure of skewness time's medcouple (instead of constants and medcouple). As the skewness is small, the interval will be smaller and vice versa. So the main difference between the adjusted boxplot and proposed technique is the use of classical skewness instead of constants.
Using the similar pattern of Hubert and Vandervieren boxplot, technique is framed as
A restriction is also imposed here that if classical skewness is greater than 3.5 then it should be treated as 3.5. The reason to fix maximum level of skewness 3.5 is to avoid the problem of constructing the large interval of critical values due classical skewness that might be higher than 3.5. Not allowing the skewness statistic to exceed 3.5 synchronize the interval of critical value with the data sets as against the adjusted box plot and prevents the interval to be very large in case of highly skewed distributions. It also constructs smaller interval in case of moderately skewed distributions. There are clear advantages of this modification. When the distribution is moderately skewed, adjusted boxplot takes into account the constants raised to an exponent and generates an interval large enough that even outliers actually present in the data are not detected and the test commits type II error frequently. By changing the constants with the classical skewness, its performance gets better for small and slightly skewed data sets as it can be observed from the results of the Monte Carlo simulation study.
Methodology
As , lnN (0, 1). The true boundary of 95% remains same for the entire sample sizes which are plotted along y-axis and moment measure of skewness along x-axis.
Power of Tests
Any technique constructing fence close to the true defined boundaries on lower and upper side of the distribution has more power to detect outliers as compare to the technique constructing a displaced fence from the true boundaries. This applies for all sample sizes and complete family of any distribution under comparison. Figure 1a shows the interval fitting pattern of adjusted boxplot and proposed modification around the true 95% boundaries in χ 2 distribution for small sample size. In graphical representation marker for different techniques are fixed as blue circle represents the true boundary at 95%, Maroon Square represent the fences constructed by ABP and dark grey triangles are fixed for MBP in all figures. It is observed that on the lower side, fence of MBP is close to true boundary for low level skewness. As the skewness increase performance of both techniques becomes equal as their fences overlap each other. For the upper side of the fence again looking at figure 1a for small sample size it can be seen that line of fence values of MBP is close to true fence and large gap can be seen between true upper boundary and ABP technique upper fence.
As the sample size increases from small to medium sample, performance of ABP improved bit on lower side of the distribution. While comparing the fences on the upper side of the distribution the performance of proposed technique is significantly better than fence of ABP. Similarly figure1-c shows the fences for large sample size and performance of MBP on upper side of chi square distribution can be seen in comparison to ABP.
Considering both sides at the same time that performance of ABP is bit better on lower side in medium and large sample sizes which is negligible. On upper side of the distribution performance of MBP is significantly better than ABP. Figure 2 shows the fence construction of ABP and MBP techniques around 95% true boundaries in β distribution. Since β is selected with parameters which are negatively skewed, so outliers on the upper tail (Compressed side of distribution) will be deficient while outliers on the lower tail (extended side of the distribution) will be excess outliers intuitively. Figure 2a shows that for the small sample size, on the upper tail fence values of ABP and MBP techniques overlap each other and have the same distance from the true upper boundary. By looking at the lower side of the distribution, it can be observed that true lower boundary and lower fence constructed by MBP are very close while the lower fence of ABP technique has a large gap from the true lower boundary. By increasing the sample size to medium and large, performance of ABP improved on the right side of the distribution as compared to MBP while on the lower side of the distribution performance of MBP is better. Overall it can be stated that there is tradeoff between both methodologies in medium and large sample sizes while performance of MBP is better in small sample size as compared to ABP. So on the basis of 95% true boundary it can be said that MBP is constructing fence close to the true 95% boundary in β distribution. Figure 3a shows the fences of ABP and MBP around the 95% true boundary in small sample size of the lognormal distribution. It can be observed that MBP is constructing fence accurately over the 95% true boundary for small sample size. For ABP it is obvious that on the lower tail it performs pretty well but on the upper tail its performance falls badly and fence of ABP is away from true 95% boundary. The gap of ABP fence from true upper boundary is large as level of skewness increases. Even for the large sample size (figure 3c) it can be seen that although the gap of MBP has increased on the right tail but it is still in midway of ABP technique and true boundary for the lower tail (compressed side of the distribution). Similar pattern can be observed for medium and large samples can be observed in figure 3b and 3c respectively. 
Discussion and Conclusion
It can be observed from the above tables/graphs that performance of ABP improves as the sample size increases. At some places it competes with the performance of proposed technique for large sample sizes but at some places performance of MBP is better even in large sample sizes. In chi square distribution performance of both techniques are same on left side of distribution (compressed side of distribution) while performance of MBP is better on the right side of the distribution (extended side). Similar situation can be observed in all distribution under consideration. One more thing that is possible to compare if on one side performance of ABP is better and on other side MBP is better. Then comparison is possible only by adding the absolute discrepancies of fences from the true lower and upper boundaries. It can also be judged from the fences constructed by both techniques that total discrepancy of MBP is less than total discrepancy of ABP.
Adjusted box plot however works in large sample size but it fails badly to construct the fence around the true central 95 percent boundary of the distribution in small samples. In real life researchers often face the problem of short sample and especially in annual or five yearly data. Proposed modification constructs fence close to true boundary than the existing technique in all sample sizes. It resolves the problem of generating large fence which hide mild outliers and some time constructs displaced fence. So it can be concluded that the proposed technique is equally useful in both small and large data sets as compare to adjusted boxplot.
